CREATION OF ASSISTANCE@COVID19 GROUP

As we all are aware of the threat perception created by the outbreak of nCovid-19 and the declaration of its being pandemic by the World Health Organization, therefore, the university authorities have taken scores of measures to combat the virus and its containment. One of these efforts is the unflinching commitment of the authorities for providing prompt assistance to anyone on the campus under the emergent conditions of lockdown through a specially created group named as ‘Assistance@Covid19’. The core members of this group have been on duty for last couple of days and they have been doing commendable job. The group remains active right through 6:00a.m. to 10:p.m. in four shifts and is equipped with an ambulance and a security guard. In case of need the following members of the group can be contacted over their cell phones during specified timings:

1. Mr Anand Mohan Bhagat: 6a.m. to 10a.m. phone no. 94677 13586
2. Mr Ravinder Sharma: 10a.m. to 2p.m. phone no. 94663 09119
3. Mr Surender Maggo: 2p.m. to 6p.m. phone no. 94164 50509
4. Mr Neeraj: 6p.m. to 10p.m. phone no. 97294 56520

Any member of the university fraternity can also email at: mdu.covid19@mdurohtak.ac.in and give productive suggestions or pose any other relevant issue anytime.

All are requested to stay at home and stay safe by maintaining social distancing and contact University Health Centre immediately in case any medical assistance is required. The Centre remains operative right from 8:00a.m. to 8:00p.m. and the Medical Officer as well as paramedical staff are available during this period.
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